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Abstract

ltlsynt is a tool for synthesizing a reactive circuit satisfying a spec-
ification expressed as an LTL formula. ltlsynt generally follows a
textbook approach: the LTL specification is translated into a parity
game whose winning strategy can be seen as a Mealy machine model-
ing a valid controller. This article details each step of this approach,
and presents various refinements integrated over the years. Some of
these refinements are unique to ltlsynt: for instance, ltlsynt sup-
ports multiple ways to encode a Mealy machine as an AIG circuit,
features multiple simplification algorithms for the intermediate Mealy
machine, and bypasses the usual game-theoretic approach for some
subclasses of LTL formulas in favor of more direct constructions.

Data Availability Statement: Instructions to reproduce the bench-
marks presented in this article are available from https://www.lrde.epita.
fr/„frenkin/fmsd22/artifact
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1 Introduction

Program synthesis is a well-established formal method: given a logical specifi-
cation of a system, it allows one to automatically generate a provably correct
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Fig. 1: A reactive controller,
seen as a black box that reads
some input signals (here a, b)
to produce some output signals
(here x, y).
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Fig. 2: An And-Inverter Graph where the
latch is used to remember if a has been false.
Output x is true as long as a remains true,
and becomes continuously false on the first
occurrence of ā.

implementation. It can be applied to reactive controllers (Fig. 1), that is, cir-
cuits that read an input stream of Boolean valuations (here, over Boolean
variables a and b) and simultaneously produce a matching output stream of
valuations (here, over x and y). The ltlsynt tool that we shall discuss solves
this problem when the specification is given as a Linear-time Temporal Logic
formula constraining the input and output signals over time. If this specifica-
tion is realizable, that is, if it is possible to build a controller for it, then the
output is expected as an And-Inverter Graph (AIG), that is, a circuit built
from and gates , negations , and latches that delay their input by one
tick, and output 0 initially.

For instance, assuming a single input signal a and a single output signal x,
the specification formula aØ Fpxq, which states that a should hold initially if
and only if x holds eventually, could be satisfied by constructing a controller
such that the Boolean output value x is continuously equal to the first value
of the Boolean input a. However, many other controllers could satisfy this
formula. For instance, in Fig. 2, signal x holds until the first ā is received, and
remains false after that occurrence. Among possible choices, we are interested
in producing a small controller in terms of AIG size (number of gates and
latches).

To obtain the AIG controller, we use an automata-theoretic approach
whose main steps are the following:

• Convert the specification LTL formula into a deterministic parity automa-
ton (Fig. 3).

• Knowing that output signals are controllable while input signals are not,
convert this parity automaton into a parity game, where player 0 (the envi-
ronment) chooses the input signals, and player 1 (the controller) chooses
the output signals. In addition to being deterministic, this game has to be
input complete, i.e., the environment must always be able to select any val-
uation of the input signals (Fig. 4). The specification is realizable if player 1
has a strategy to respond to any input stream while satisfying the parity
acceptance condition.

• A winning strategy for player 1 can be seen as a Mealy machine (Fig. 5). We
use incompletely specified generalized Mealy machines to capture some of
the freedom provided by the strategy as far as output selection is concerned.
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Fig. 3: A deterministic
max odd parity automa-
ton for a Ø Fpxq. An
infinite run is accepting if
the maximal color it visits
infinitely often is odd.
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Fig. 4: The two-player parity game interpretation
of the automaton of Fig. 3. Player 0 plays from
round nodes and selects input signals; player 1
plays from square nodes and selects output signals.
The game is winning for player 1 if, regardless of
the choices made by player 0, player 1 can force the
infinite play to satisfy the parity max odd accep-
tance condition. This is the case here if player 1
always selects the thick transitions.
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Fig. 5: The winning strategy of
Fig. 4, seen as an incompletely speci-
fied Mealy machine.
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Fig. 6: A reduced Mealy machine, for
the winning strategy of Fig. 4. Note
how the states of this machine are
used to remember if ā has been seen
at some point. This machine can be
encoded into the AIG of Fig. 2.

• The above Mealy machine is then reduced (Fig. 6), taking advantage of that
freedom if possible.

• Finally the Mealy machine is encoded in the AIGER format, to represent
the controller as an AIG (Fig. 2).

The above steps are a mere outline of the procedure implemented in our
tool, called ltlsynt, and distributed along with the Spot library (Duret-Lutz
et al, 2022), where most of the operations are implemented. Figure 7 gives a
more detailed picture by including two optimizations: a decomposition of the
specification into multiple sub-specifications (we refer the reader to Finkbeiner
et al (2021) for more details about this technique), and a shortcut to the
“standard” construction for some LTL formulas.
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LTL formula φ,
controllable propositions O

decompose φ

does φi match
Gpb1q ^ pψ Ø GFb2q?
yes no

translate φi
to game

solve game

Fig. 4

Y/N
output

extract
IGMM

translate φi
to IGMM

simplify IGMM

Fig. 5

encode as AIG

Fig. 6

AIGER file

Fig. 2

The user supplies the specification of a reac-
tive system using an LTL formula tying
some uncontrollable input signals to some
controllable output signals.

Optionally decompose φ “
Ź

i φi as a con-
junction of subspecifications φi with inde-
pendent outputs. (Finkbeiner et al, 2021)

For this subclass of formulas, we can bypass
the game-theoretical framework. (Section 6)

φi is converted to a parity game where
player 0 plays the input signals, and player
1 plays the output signals. (Section 3)

The game is solved using a variant of
Zielonka’s algorithm (van Dijk, 2018). A
controller is realizable if player 1 has a
winning strategy for the initial state.

When ltlsynt is called with option
--realizability, the process can stop here
by combining the results of all φis.

Otherwise, an Incompletely specified Gen-
eralized Mealy Machine (IGMM) is created
from the winning strategy, or from φi.

Simplifying the IGMM helps to reduce the
size of the controller. (Section 4)

Encoding as an And-Inverter Graph can be
done in a number of ways. Combining the
different “sub-controllers” for the φis is done
in this step. (Section 5)

Fig. 7: General outline of the process used by ltlsynt to solve a reactive
synthesis problem.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We define LTL, automata,
parity games, and Mealy machines in Section 2. The rest of the sections delve
into specific steps of this pipeline: Section 3 explains how we convert LTL for-
mulas into deterministic parity automata, Section 4 discusses different options
for reducing incompletely specified Mealy machines, Section 5 discusses sev-
eral ways to encode our Mealy machines into an AIG. Section 6 shows how to
bypass the “standard” construction for some subclass of LTL formulas. Finally
we evaluate some of these choices in Section 7.
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2 Concepts

2.1 Valuations and Cubes

Let N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u be the set of natural numbers, and let B “ tJ,Ku denote
the set of Boolean values. Given a set X of propositions (i.e., Boolean vari-
ables), a valuation is a function from X to B. Let BX be the set of all possible

valuations on X, and let 2B
X

be its set of subsets. Any element of 2B
X

can be
expressed as a Boolean formula over X, so we shall often represent valuations
or set of valuations as Boolean formulas over X. The negation of proposition
p is denoted p̄. We overload J (resp. K) to denote the Boolean formula that
is always true (resp. false), or equivalently the set BX (resp. H), and assume
that X is clear from the context.

A cube is a (possibly empty) conjunction of propositions or their negations
(i.e., literals). As an example, given three propositions X “ ta, b, cu, the cube
a ^ b̄, usually written ab̄, stands for the set of valuations in which a is true
and b is false, i.e., tab̄c, ab̄c̄u. Let KX stand for the set of all cubes over X.
KX contains the cube J (the empty conjunction), that stands for the set of all
possible valuations over X. Note that any set of valuations can be represented
as a disjunction of disjoint cubes.

2.2 Linear-Time Temporal Logic

Given an alphabet Σ, we use Σω to denote the set of infinite words over Σ. For a
word π “ π0π1π2 . . . P Σ

ω we note πi its letter at position i P N. We use πi.. to
denote the suffix of π starting at position i, in other words πiπi`1πi`2 . . . “ πi...

A set of words L Ď Σω is called a language. We note LA “ Σω ∖ L its
complement.

In the sequel, we work with an alphabet that contains valuations over
a set of input and output propositions (representing the input and output
signals of our controller). Let I and O be two disjoint sets of input and output
propositions. A trace is an infinite word π P pBIŸOqω over valuations of I ŸO.
We use symbol Ÿ to indicate that this is a disjoint union.

A classical formalism to express specifications on traces is LTL:

Definition 1 (LTL) A Linear-time Temporal Logic formula is built from the
following grammar:

φ ::“ J | K | p | ␣φ | φd φ | Fφ | Gφ | Xφ | φ U φ | φ R φ

where p P I Ÿ O is any proposition, and d P t^,_,Ñ,Ø,‘u represents any binary
Boolean operator (‘ is exclusive or).

Parentheses are used for grouping, but we omit them from the above
grammar and the upcoming ones for simplicity.
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Definition 2 (Semantics of LTL) For a trace π P pBIŸOqω and an LTL formula
φ, we say that π satisfies φ, denoted π ( φ, and define this relation inductively as
follows:

π ( J ô J

π ( K ô K

π ( ρô π0pρq “ J

π ( ␣φô ␣pπ ( φq

π ( φd ψ ô pπ ( φq d pπ ( ψq

π ( Xφô π1.. ( φ

π ( Fφô Di P N, πi.. ( φ

π ( Gφô @i P N, πi.. ( φ

π ( φ U ψ ô Di P N, πi.. ( ψ and @j P t0, . . . , i´ 1u , πj.. ( φ

π ( φ R ψ ô

#

@i P N, πi.. ( ψ or

Di P N, πi.. ( φ and @j ď i, πj.. ( ψ

In the above, ρ P I Ÿ O is a proposition, φ and ψ are LTL formulas, and d P

t^,_,Ñ,Ø,‘u is any binary Boolean operator.
The language of a formula φ is the set of traces that satisfy it: Lpφq “ tπ P

pBIŸOqω | π ( φu. Two formulas φ and ψ are said to be equivalent if they have the
same language, and we write φ ” ψ.

We now define some useful subclasses of LTL formulas.

Definition 3 (Some subclasses of LTL) Consider the following grammar rules, where
p P I ŸO is any proposition, a P t^,_,Ø,‘u is any commutative Boolean operator,
d P t^,_,Ñ,Ø,‘u is any binary Boolean operator, and φ is any LTL formula.

φN ::“ J | K | p | ␣p | φN a φN | FφN | GφN | XφN | φN U φN | φN R φN

φX ::“ J | K | p | ␣φX | φX d φX | XφX

φG ::“ φX | ␣φS | φG ^ φG | φG _ φG | φS Ñ φG | XφG | FφG | φG U φG

φS ::“ φX | ␣φG | φS ^ φS | φS _ φS | φG Ñ φS | XφS | GφS | φS R φS

φO ::“ φG | φS | ␣φO | φO d φO | XφO | φO U φG | φO R φS

φP ::“ φO | ␣φR | φP d φP | XφP | FφP | φP U φP | φP R φS

φR ::“ φO | ␣φP | φR d φR | XφR | GφR | φR U φG | φR R φR

φµ ::“ K | J | ␣φν | φµ ^ φµ | φµ _ φµ | Xφµ | Fφ | Gφµ | φ U φµ | J U φ | φµ R φµ

φν ::“ K | J | ␣φµ | φν ^ φν | φν _ φν | Xφν | Fφν | Gφ | φν U φν | φ R φν | K R φ

φξ ::“ K | J | ␣φξ | φξ d φξ | Fφν | Gφµ | Fφξ | Gφξ | Xφξ | φ U φξ | φ R φξ

Formulas produced by rule φN are said to be in negative normal form (NNF): i.e.,
negation is only applied to atomic propositions, and implication is not used.
Formulas produced by rule φX are LTL(X) formulas, i.e., LTL formulas where the
only temporal operator used is X.
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Formulas produced by rules φG, φS , φO, φP , φR are called respectively syntactic
guarantee formulas, syntactic safety formulas, syntactic obligation formulas, syntactic
persistence formulas and syntactic recurrence formulas (Černá and Pelánek, 2003).
Formulas produced by rules φµ, φν , and φξ are called respectively pure eventuality
formulas, pure universality formulas, and suspendable formulas (Babiak et al, 2013).

Theorem 2.1 (Folklore) Any LTL formula can be transformed into an equivalent
NNF formula by pushing negations inward, applying rules such as ␣pφ1 U φ2q ”

p␣φ1q R p␣φ2q, ␣pφ1 Ø φ2q ” p␣φ1q ‘ p␣φ2q, φ1 Ñ φ2 ” p␣φ1q _ φ2, etc.

Theorem 2.2 (Etessami and Holzmann (2000); Babiak et al (2013)) Any pure even-
tuality φ satisfies φ ” Fφ. Any pure universality φ satisfies φ ” Gφ. Any suspendable
formula φ satisfies φ ” Gφ ” Fφ ” Xφ.

The sets of syntactic guarantee, syntactic safety, syntactic obligation for-
mulas, syntactic recurrence formulas and syntactic persistence formulas are
related to the temporal hierarchy of Manna and Pnueli (1990) in a way that
has been discussed by Černá and Pelánek (2003). However, we first need to
define automata before we can state those important results.

2.3 Emerson-Lei Automata

It is a well-known result that Muller automata can recognize the set of all
traces satisfying a given LTL formula and thus, may prove extremely useful in
the synthesis process. Emerson-Lei Automata were defined (Emerson and Lei,
1987) and named (Safra and Vardi, 1989) in the 80s; they provide a way to
describe a Muller acceptance condition using a positive Boolean formula over
sets of states that must be visited finitely or infinitely often. Below we define
the transition-based version of those automata, as used in the Hanoi Omega-
Automata Format (Babiak et al, 2015). Instead of working directly with sets
of transitions, we label transitions by multiple colored marks, as can be seen
in Figure 3.

Let M “ t0, . . . , n ´ 1u be a finite set of n contiguous integers called the
set of marks or colors, from now on also written M “ t 0 , 1 , . . .u in our
examples. We define the set CpMq of acceptance formulas according to the
following grammar, where m stands for any mark in M :

α ::“ J | K | Infpmq | Finpmq | α^ α | α_ α

Acceptance formulas are interpreted over subsets of M . For N Ď M we
define the satisfaction relation N |ù α inductively according to the following
semantics:

N |ù J, N |ù Infpmq iff m P N, N |ù α1 ^ α2 iff N |ù α1 and N |ù α2,

N |ù K, N |ù Finpmq iff m R N, N |ù α1 _ α2 iff N |ù α1 or N |ù α2.
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Table 1: Example of acceptance formulas for traditional acceptance condi-
tions.

Büchi Infp 0 q

generalized Büchi Infp 0 q ^ Infp 1 q ^ Infp 2 q ^ . . .

co-Büchi Finp 0 q

Rabin
`

Finp 0 q ^ Infp 1 q
˘

_
`

Finp 2 q ^ Infp 3 q
˘

_ . . .

Streett
`

Infp 0 q _ Finp 1 q
˘

^
`

Infp 2 q _ Finp 3 q
˘

^ . . .

parity min even Infp 0 q _ pFinp 1 q ^ pInfp 2 q _ pFinp 3 q ^ . . .qqq

parity min odd Finp 0 q ^ pInfp 1 q _ pFinp 2 q ^ pInfp 3 q _ . . .qqq

parity max even pppInfp 0 q ^ Finp 1 qq _ Infp 2 qq ^ Finp 3 qq _ . . .

parity max odd pppFinp 0 q _ Infp 1 qq ^ Finp 2 qq _ Infp 3 qq ^ . . .

An Emerson-Lei automaton is an ω-automaton labeled by marks whose
acceptance condition is expressed as a positive Boolean formula on sets of
marks that occur infinitely or finitely often in a run. More formally:

Definition 4 (Transition-based Emerson-Lei Automata) A transition-based
Emerson-Lei automaton (TELA) is a tuple A “ pQ,M,Σ, δ, q0, αq where:

• Q is a finite set of states.
• M is a finite set of marks.
• Σ is a finite input alphabet.
• δ Ď Qˆ Σˆ 2M ˆQ is a finite set of transitions.
• q0 P Q is an initial state.
• α P CpMq is an acceptance formula.

Given a transition d “ pq1, ℓ, A, q2q P δ, we write d “ q1
ℓ,A
ÝÝÑ q2; q2 is said

to be a successor of q1, and q1, the origin of d. If A “ H, the transition is said
to be uncolored, and has no direct impact on the acceptance. A run r of A is

an infinite sequence of transitions r “ psi
ℓi,Ai
ÝÝÝÑ s1iqiě0 in δω such that s0 “ q0

and @i ě 0, s1i “ si`1. Since δ is finite, for any run r, there exists a position

jr ě 0 such that for each i ě jr, the transition si
ℓi,Ai
ÝÝÝÑ s1i occurs infinitely

often in r. Let Repprq “
Ť

iějr
Ai be the set of colors repeated infinitely often

in r.
A run r is accepting if Repprq |ù α, and we then say that A accepts the

word pℓiqiě0 P Σω. We may then write r |ù α. The language L pAq is the
set of words accepted by A. Two TELA are equivalent if they have the same
language. By extension, the language of a state q P Q is the language of the
automaton using q as initial state.

Finally, a TELA is deterministic if each state has at most one outgoing
edge for any given letter, in other words, @pq, vq P Q ˆ Σ, |tps, ℓ, A, dq P δ |
s “ q ^ ℓ “ vu| ď 1, and it is complete if each state has at least one outgoing
edge for any given letter, in other words, @pq, vq P QˆΣ, |tps, ℓ, A, dq P δ | s “
q ^ ℓ “ vu| ě 1.
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The grammar of acceptance formulas can represent many traditional accep-
tance conditions, as illustrated in Table 1. For parity acceptance, interpreting
the colors as numbers amounts to checking whether the minimum or maximum
color seen infinitely often is odd or even.

Some subclasses of TELA are of specific interest to us. A DELA is a deter-
ministic TELA. If it has parity acceptance, we call it deterministic parity
automaton (DPA). ltlsynt works with max odd parity, but the techniques
described can be adjusted to other types of parity acceptance. A NBA is a
TELA with Büchi acceptance, and a DBA is the deterministic version.

The following theorem captures some well-established results linking LTL
to TELA.

Theorem 2.3 For any LTL formula there exists an equivalent NBA and an equiva-
lent DPA. There exist some LTL formulas that cannot be represented by an equivalent
DBA.

The following definition and theorem connect the syntactic obligation
formula of Section 2.2 to the class of weak TELA:

Definition 5 A weak automaton is a TELA in which all transitions that belong to
the same strongly connected component have the same color. Without loss of expres-
sivity, one can always recolor weak automata to use a Büchi acceptance condition
Infp 0 q.

Theorem 2.4 (Černá and Pelánek (2003); Dax et al (2007)) Any syntactic obligation
formula can be converted into an equivalent deterministic weak automaton of minimal
size.

Similarly, the classes of syntactic recurrence and syntactic persistence
formula can be connected to specific types of deterministic automata.

Theorem 2.5 (Černá and Pelánek (2003)) For any syntactic recurrence formula
there exists an equivalent deterministic Büchi automaton and dually for any syntactic
persistence formula there exists an equivalent deterministic co-Büchi automaton.

2.4 Operations on Deterministic TELA

We now define operations over deterministic TELA that realize Boolean oper-
ations over their language. Let us first extend our definition of acceptance
formulas via some syntactic sugar.

Definition 6 (Syntactic sugar for acceptance formulas) Let α be an acceptance
formula, then ␣α is the acceptance formula defined inductively by

␣J “ K ␣Infpmq “ Finpmq ␣pα1 ^ α2q “ p␣α1q _ p␣α2q
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␣K “ J ␣Finpmq “ Infpmq ␣pα1 _ α2q “ p␣α1q ^ p␣α2q

For two acceptance formulas α and β, let us define three additional operations:

αÑ β “ ␣α_ β

αØ β “ pα^ βq _ p␣α^␣βq

α‘ β “ pα^␣βq _ p␣α^ βq

Theorem 2.6 (Complement of a deterministic TELA) Let A “ pQ,M,Σ, δ, q0, αq
be a deterministic complete TELA. We define ComplementpAq as the automaton
pQ,M,Σ, δ, q0,␣αq, and we obviously have L pComplementpAqq “ L pAqA.

Theorem 2.7 (Generalized product) Let A1 “ pQ1,M1,Σ, δ1, i1, α1q and A2 “

pQ2,M2,Σ, δ2, i2, α2q be two deterministic TELA over the same alphabet using two
disjoint sets of colors M1 and M2.

For any d P t^,_,Ñ,Ø,‘u let ProductdpA1,A2q be the TELA pQ,M,Σ, δ, i, αq
where:

• Q “ Q1 ˆQ2,
• δ “ tpps1, s2q, ℓ1,m1 Y m2, pd1, d2qq | ps1, ℓ1,m1, d1q P δ1, ps2, ℓ2,m2, d2q P
δ2, ℓ1 “ ℓ2u,

• i “ pi1, i2q,
• α “ α1 d α2

Then, it follows that:

L pProduct^pA1,A2qq “ L pA1q XL pA2q

L pProduct_pA1,A2qq “ L pA1q YL pA2q

L pProductÑpA1,A2qq “ L pA1q
A
YL pA2q

L pProductØpA1,A2qq “ pL pA1q XL pA2qq Y pL pA1q
A
XL pA2qq

A

L pProduct‘pA1,A2qq “ pL pA1q∖ L pA2qq Y pL pA2q∖ L pA1qq

The above product can be adapted to the case where the set of colors M1

and M2 used by each automaton are not disjoint, by first renumbering the
colors of one automaton to make sure they are unique. In the end, the number
of colors used by the above product is |M1| ` |M2|.

In the context of reactive synthesis, we will consider an alphabet Σ “ BIŸO.
The edges of a TELA are labeled by input and output propositions.

2.5 Parity Games

We view parity games as specialized versions of TELA where each state is
owned by one of two players.

Definition 7 (Parity Game) A parity game is a TELA of the form G “ pQ0 Ÿ

Q1,M,Σ, δ, q0, αq such that:
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• Q0 and Q1 are two disjoint sets of states respectively controlled by
player 0 (“the environment”) and player 1 (“the controller”).

• α is a parity max odd condition.

A run of G is called a play; it is said to be winning for player 1 if it is an
accepting run, otherwise, if the run is non-accepting, it is winning for player 0.

As shown in Figure 3, states in Q0 will be denoted , and states in Q1, .
Intuitively, player 0 and player 1 take turns and pick a successor in accordance
to the current state and the transitions defined in δ. Player 1 tries to ensure
that the resulting run is accepting, while player 0 is actively preventing this
outcome.

A memoryless strategy for a player X (with X P t0, 1u) is a function σX :
QX Ñ δ such that σXpqq is always an outgoing transition of q P QX .

A play p “ psi
ℓi,Ai
ÝÝÝÑ s1iqiě0 is said to be consistent with σX if @si P QX ,

psi
ℓi,Ai
ÝÝÝÑ s1iq “ σXpsiq, that is, the transition leaving any state in QX in that

run is determined by σX . Finally, σX is said to be a winning strategy for player
X if any play that is starting in q0 and consistent with σX is winning for player
X.

Parity games are known to be positionally determined, this means that
one of the two players has a memoryless winning strategy. Büchi games are
positionally determined too, however as seen in Theorem 2.3, DBA are less
expressive than DPA; we therefore focus on DPA. Several algorithms exist for
finding winning strategies in parity games (Zielonka, 1998; Jurdziński, 2000;
van Dijk, 2018), and those that are defined with state-based acceptance can
easily be adapted to transition-based acceptance. Our implementation is based
on Zielonka’s algorithm with improvements taken from van Dijk (2018).

2.6 Mealy Machines

Reactive controllers produce for an input stream of Boolean valuations a
matching output stream. We model this behavior thanks to a common finite
state model known as Mealy machines, as shown in Figure 5. In particular, we
will use Mealy machines to represent the winning strategies we obtain while
solving parity games. However, a given specification may yield multiple com-
patible output valuations for a given input: our model must therefore account
for this peculiarity of reactive synthesis.

Definition 8 An Incompletely specified Generalized Mealy Machine (IGMM) is a
tuple M “ pI,O,Q, qinit , δ, λq, where I is a set of input propositions, O a set of

output propositions, Q a finite set of states, qinit an initial state, δ :
´

Q,BI
¯

Ñ Q a

partial transition function, and λ :
´

Q,BI
¯

Ñ 2B
O

∖ tHu an output function such

that λpq, iq “ J when δpq, iq is undefined. If δ is a total function, we then say that
M is input-complete.
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It is worth noting that the transition function is input-deterministic but
not complete with regards to Q as δpq, iq could be undefined. (When δpq, iq
is undefined, the Mealy machine will be free to do anything, hence the con-
vention that λpq, iq “ J.) Furthermore, the output function may return a set
of valuations for a given input valuation and state. This is not an unexpected
definition from a reactive synthesis point of view, as discussed earlier.

Definition 9 (Semantics of IGMMs) Let M “ pI,O,Q, qinit , δ, λq be an IGMM.

For all u P BI and q P Q, if δpq, uq is defined, we write that q
u{v
ÝÝÑ δpq, uq for all

v P λpq, uq. Given two infinite sequences of valuations ι “ i0 ¨ i1 ¨ i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ P pBIqω and
o “ o0 ¨ o1 ¨ o2 ¨ ¨ ¨ P pBOqω, we note pι, oq ( Mq if and only if:

• either there is an infinite sequence of states pqjqjě0 P Q
ω such that q “ q0

and q0
i0{o0
ÝÝÝÑ q1

i1{o1
ÝÝÝÑ q2

i2{o2
ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ;

• or there is a finite sequence of states pqjq0ďjďk P Q
k`1 such that q “ q0,

δpqk, ikq is undefined, and q0
i0{o0
ÝÝÝÑ q1

i1{o1
ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ qk.

We then say that starting from state q, M produces output o given the input ι.

Note that if δpqk, ikq is undefined, the machine is allowed to produce an
arbitrary output from then on. Furthermore, given an input word ι, there is
always at least one output word o such that pι, oq ( Mq but there might be
more. Eventually, when that machine is encoded into a circuit, we will have
to settle on a single output word per input word, but in the meantime, this
additional flexibility can be used for simplification.

Definition 10 (Realizability of an LTL formula by an IGMM) Let I and O be
two disjoint sets of input and output propositions. Given two sequences ι “ i0 ¨ i1 ¨
i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ P pBIqω and o “ o0 ¨ o1 ¨ o2 ¨ ¨ ¨ P pBOqω, we denote by ι ^ o the sequence
pi0 ^ o0q ¨ pi1 ^ o1q ¨ pi2 ^ o2q ¨ ¨ ¨ P BOŸI .

Let φ be an LTL formula built upon I Ÿ O. We say that an IGMM M “

pI,O,Q, qinit , δ, λq realizes the specification φ if for any pair of sequences ι P pBIqω
and o P pBOqω, we have

pι, oq ( Mqinit ùñ ι^ o ( φ

We say that a specification φ is realizable if there exists an IGMM that realizes it.

In other words, the machine M realizes the specification φ if, regardless of
the provided input ι, any output sequence o thatM may produce will (together
with ι) satisfy φ.

Definition 11 (Variation and specialization) LetM “ pI,O,Q, qinit , δ, λq andM
1
“

`

I,O,Q1, q1init , δ
1, λ1

˘

be two IGMMs. Given two states q P Q, q1 P Q1, we say that

q1 is a variation of q if @ι P pBIqω,
␣

o
ˇ

ˇ pι, oq ( M 1
q1

(

X
␣

o
ˇ

ˇ pι, oq ( Mq
(

‰ H; and

q1 is a specialization of q if @ι P pBIqω,
␣

o
ˇ

ˇ pι, oq ( M 1
q1

(

Ď
␣

o
ˇ

ˇ pι, oq ( Mq
(

. We
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say that M 1 is a variation (resp. specialization) of M if q1init is a variation (resp.
specialization) of qinit .

Intuitively, all the input-output pairs accepted by a specialization q1 in M 1

are also accepted by q inM . Therefore, ifMq realizes a specification φ, then its
specialization M 1

q1 also realizes φ. Figure 6 shows a specialization of Figure 5.
This specialization relation can obviously be used to compute smaller machines
that still comply with a given specification.

Finally, in order for two states to be a variation of one another, for all
possible inputs they must be able to agree on a common output behavior.
This property can be used to reduce the number of states in a given machine;
however, additional care has to be taken as we will show in Section 4.

2.7 The LTL Reactive Synthesis Problem

The LTL Reactive Synthesis problem can be formulated as follow: given an
LTL formula φ over a set of variable O Ÿ I partitioned as input and output,
does there exist an IGMM M that realizes φ?

This is the problem posed by SYNTCOMP (Jacobs et al, 2017, 2019), the
annual Reactive synthesis competition, which distinguishes two subproblems:

• in the realizability track, the goal is simply to decide the above question
without providing M ;

• in the synthesis track, the goal is to construct a reactive controller that
realizes the specification, or to state that the specification is not realizable.

In the latter track, the controller has to be constructed as an AIG circuit
expressed in the AIGER format (Biere, 2007). Section 5 will be devoted to the
transformation of IGMM into AIG circuits.

3 Translating LTL Formulas into Games

3.1 Different Approaches

Figure 8 shows four approaches for transforming an LTL formula into a parity
game. In ltlsynt, these approaches can be selected using the --algo option.

The ds branch corresponds to the straightforward approach described
in the introduction. The formula is first converted into a non-deterministic
Büchi automaton using Spot’s standard translation (Duret-Lutz, 2014). Then
it is determinized into a parity automaton with a variant of Safra’s deter-
minization (Redziejowski, 2012). The result, which may look like Fig. 3 is
then converted into a game as in Fig. 4 by splitting transitions of the form

i1i2o1o2 into i1i2 o1o2 . By ensuring that at most one intermedi-
ate state is created per input valuation, determinism is preserved (as discussed
in Section 3.3). The game is also made input-complete, to ensure that the
environment can freely chose among all input valuations.
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Fig. 8: Zoom on the block “translate φi to game” from Fig. 7. The --algo

option of ltlsynt will select one of several ways to construct a parity game.

The sd approach is similar, except that the split is performed before the
determinization. This slightly counter-intuitive order is motivated by the fact
that at a given time, the determinization then has to deal only with valuations
in 2O or valuations in 2I , while in the previous approach, it had to cope with
2OYI valuations.

The other two approaches are attempts to reduce the costs of obtaining a
DPA. This is done by first converting the formula into a deterministic TELA
(DELA), i.e., using arbitrary acceptance condition, and then converting this
automaton into a DPA. The conversion to deterministic TELA is described in
the next section. The two approaches differ in how the paritization (i.e., the
conversion of the TELA to a parity automaton) is done.

The lar approach uses a paritization procedure based on latest appearance
records with many improvements described in previous work (Renkin et al,
2020).

The newest acd approach replaces the above paritization by one based on
the Alternating Cycle Decomposition (ACD) (Casares et al, 2021, 2022). It is
guaranteed to produce automata that are at most as big as lar.

3.2 From LTL to Deterministic TELA

There exist a number of tools, such as delag (Müller and Sickert, 2017) or
ltl3tela (Major et al, 2019) for transforming LTL formulas into determin-
istic TELA (DELA). Spot’s own built-in procedure for this purpose, used by
ltlsynt, is inspired from delag.

Algorithm 1 shows a slightly simplified view of how Spot translates φ into
a deterministic TELA. Formula φ is assumed to be in a negative normal form
(i.e., ␣ have been pushed down in front of the atomic propositions, and impli-
cations have been rewritten away, as in Theorem 2.1) where equivalence (Ø)
and xor (‘) can still be used.

It builds upon the following procedures:
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Algorithm 1 Translation of an LTL formula into a deterministic EL-
automaton.

1: Input: An LTL formula φ in NNF, and an optional binary operator op.
2: Output: A deterministic EL-automaton.
3: function ToDELA(φ, op “ K)
4: if φ matches XX . . .X

looomooon

i copies of X

α then

5: Aα Ð ToDELApαq
6: create Aφ from Aα by prepending i states in the obvious way
7: return Aφ

8: if φ matches f1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d fn for d P t^,_,Ø,‘uztopu and n ě 2 then

9: Partition tf1, ..., fnu as S ŸOŸR with

$

’

&

’

%

S: suspendable formulas

O: obligation formulas

R: anything else

10: AÐ ProductdpToDELAp
Ä

fPR f,dq,BuildMinWDBAp
Ä

fPO fqq
11: for s P S do
12: AÐ ProductSuspdpA,ToDELAps,dqq
13: return A
14: if φ is a syntactic obligation then
15: return BuildMinWDBApφq

16: if φ matches Gp
Ź

i Fαiq where αi are syntactic guarantees then
17: return GFGuaranteeToDBApφq

18: if φ matches Fp
Ž

i Gαiq where αi are syntactic safeties then
19: return ComplementpGFGuaranteeToDBAp␣φqq

20: return DeterminizepToNBApφqq

Productd builds a product of two deterministic automata using a standard
synchronous product, and combines their acceptance conditions using d P
t^,_,Ø,‘u (see Theorem 2.7).

ProductSuspd also builds a product, but assumes the second argument is a
suspendable property. As a consequence, the actual product needs only
to be performed in the accepting SCCs of the first automaton. This con-
struction is similar to constructions discussed by Müller and Sickert (2017)
and Babiak et al (2013), and is justified by Theorem 2.2.

BuildMinWDBA transforms any obligation formula into a minimal weak deter-
ministic Büchi automaton using a procedure described by Dax et al
(2007).

GFGuaranteeToDBA is an algorithm inspired from a similar one by Esparza
et al (2018) and discussed in more details later. It can convert any formula
of the form Gp

Ź

i Fαiq, where αis are syntactic guarantee formulas, into a
deterministic Büchi automaton.

Complement dualizes the acceptance condition of any deterministic TELA to
complement it (see Theorem 2.6).
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ToNBA converts an LTL formula into a non-deterministic Büchi automa-
ton. (Duret-Lutz, 2014)

Determinize determinizes a non-deterministic automaton into a parity automa-
ton, using a Safra-based algorithm. Spot implements Redziejowski’s
algorithm (2012).

Let us explain this algorithm by starting on line 20, which is the only
necessary line. It is well known that (1) any LTL formula can be converted
into a non-deterministic Büchi automaton with an exponential blowup, (2) not
all LTL formulas may be represented as deterministic Büchi automaton. As
a consequence, applications that require deterministic automata usually rely
on more complex acceptance conditions. For instance there exists procedures
for transforming non-deterministic Büchi automata (NBA) into deterministic
Rabin automata or into deterministic parity automata (DPA), and those also
have exponential blowups. Line 20 uses such a determinization to obtain a DPA
from an LTL translation, at the cost of a doubly-exponential construction in
the worst case (Kupferman and Rosenberg, 2010).

The other lines are therefore here to help reduce the cost of this construc-
tion, by providing specialized constructions for certain subclasses of formulas,
and by decomposing the formula into smaller parts that are cheaper to
translate and later recompose.

The idea behind the decomposition is that if a formula φ has the shape
f1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d fn, for some Boolean operator d P t_,^,Ø,‘u, then the deter-
ministic TELA Aφ can be obtained by making a synchronous product of the
deterministic TELA Afi obtained for each fi, using operator d to combine
the acceptance conditions. In this process, the translation of the smaller fi
might use more specialized algorithms. If more specialized algorithms are not
available, empirical experiences tell us that it is usually best to translate φ
without decomposing it, because the complexity of the translation is mostly
proportional to the size of the produced automata anyway.

It is important to be able to decompose onØ and ‘ and not just ^ and _.
The reason is thatØ in particular often occurs in synthesis specifications, and
translating f Ø g as ProductdpAf ,Agq involves only one product, while the
equivalent formula pf^gq_p␣f^␣gq would require three products. The same
reduction in number of products is achieved for ‘, but would not be obtained
for Ñ. Hence we are happy to assume implications have been removed when
the input formula was rewritten in negative normal form.

This idea of decomposing the LTL formula to call specialized construc-
tions is similar to that used in the tool delag (Müller and Sickert, 2017). In
delag, a formula is split into syntactic safety, syntactic guarantee, another
class called fairness, and anything else. We generalize this slightly by using syn-
tactic obligations (a super-class of syntactic safety and syntactic guarantee),
suspendable formulas (a super-class of delag’s fairness class), and anything
else. The partition into these three classes is done on lines 8–9.
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Fig. 9: (a) a DBA for FpaØ Xaq; (b,c,d) three DBAs for GFpaØ Xaq.

Several operations occur on line 10. Then, all formulas of set R, which do
not belong to a subclass for which we have a dedicated construction, are trans-
lated recursively with ToDELAp

Ä

fPR f,dq. The reason for the recursion, as
opposed to calling DeterminizepToNBAp

Ä

fPR fqq directly, is that if R contains
a single formula whose top-level operator is a Boolean operator different from
d, it might be decomposed again.

Similarly, all formulas of set O, are translated into a minimal weak deter-
ministic Büchi automaton following a technique of Dax et al (2007); essentially,
for a syntactic obligation formula α, the following steps, which are embodied
in the BuildMinWDBA function, produce a minimal WDBA (Theorem 2.4):

1. translate α into an NBA Nα,
2. ignoring accepting states, use the powerset construction on Nα to obtain

the deterministic structure Dα,
3. any SCC of Dα that intersects an accepting SCC of Nα in the synchronous

product of Nα bDα should be marked as accepting
4. now Dα is a weak deterministic automaton for α, and it can be minimized

using Löding’s algorithm (2001).

The automata resulting from the translations of
Ä

fPR f and
Ä

fPO f are
then composed by taking their product (we are still on line 10). (For simplicity
we assume here that if O or R is empty, its translation gives a simple universal
automaton. But the implementation of course skips the product in this case.)
Spot’s implementation of Productd has an extra trick, used here: when one of
the operands is a weak automaton, it does not need to contribute colors to the
resulting product.

Lines 11–12 integrate the suspendable formulas to the result one after
the other, by translating them recursively, and then using the ProductSuspd
method.

When the ToDELA function is called, the input formula has generally
been simplified using folklore rewritings such a changing pXf1q d pXf2q into
Xpf1df2q. For this reason, lines 4–7 strip any leading Xs in order to apply the
construction to the rest of the formula.

Finally, lines 14–19 detect subclasses of formulas for which a special-
ized construction exists. If φ is a syntactic obligation, the aforementioned
BuildMinWDBA function is used.
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If formula φ has the form Gp
Ź

i Fαiq, and αi is a syntactic guarantee
formula, then the following algorithm from Esparza et al (2018) can be used:

1. Translate
Ź

i Fαi into a DBA A with a single accepting state that is termi-
nal. The simple structure of

Ź

i Fαi makes this possible. (Fig. 9(a) gives an
example.)

2. Build Aφ from A by redirecting the loop of the accepting states to the initial
state. (Fig. 9(b).)

Our implementation of GFGuaranteeToDBA improves upon the above by
redirecting not the outgoing transition of the accepting states, but its incoming
transitions (Fig. 9(c)): for each transition going to the terminal state, pretend
that this letter is read from the initial state to pick the new destination. If such
a transition is necessarily preceded by some forced sequence of valuations, any
suffix of this sequence of valuations can actually be replayed from the initial
state, allowing tighter loops. Finally, note that state 0 and 1 of Fig. 9(c) have
the same successors, so they can be merged to obtain the automaton Fig. 9(d).

3.3 Splitting Automata

Once a parity automaton has been obtained (as in Fig. 3), we split its transi-
tions to separate input signals from output signals, and obtain a parity game
(as in Fig. 4). In this game player 1 (“the controller”) selects the output val-
uations and can effectively react to the input valuations selected by player 0
(“the environment”).

On the --algo=sd path of Fig. 8, we apply this split operation to
non-deterministic Büchi automata. Therefore, below, we define it for any
acceptance condition, and partition the states of the resulting automaton as
Q0 Ÿ Q1, with Q0{1 being the set of states belonging to player 0/1, allowing
this automaton to be interpreted as a game if desired.

Definition 12 (Splitting an Emerson-Lei Automata) Let A “ pQ,M,BIŸO, δ, q0, αq
be a TELA. The split of A is the TELA As “ pQ0 ŸQ1,M,BI YBO, δ0 Y δ1, q0, αq,
where:

• Q0 “ Q,
• Q1 “ Qˆ BI ,
• δ0 “

!

s
ℓi,H
ÝÝÝÑ ps, ℓiq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ℓi P BI , ℓo P BO, s

ℓ,A
ÝÝÑ d P δ, ℓ “ ℓi ^ ℓo

)

,

• δ1 “
!

ps, ℓiq
ℓo,A
ÝÝÝÑ d

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ℓi P BI , ℓo P BO, s

ℓ,A
ÝÝÑ d P δ, ℓ “ ℓi ^ ℓo

)

.

Figure 10 shows a small example demonstrating how edges with identical
inputs are fused into a single edge for the environment player. This ensures that
states in Q0 are always deterministic, while states in Q1 are only deterministic
if the input TELA is deterministic.

In a similar manner to transitions, we can split runs: if r P pBIŸOqω,
r “ priqiě0, and we consider @i ě 0, ri “ rIi r

O
i where rIi P BI and rOi P BO
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Fig. 10: (a) Original automaton with I “ tau and O “ txu. (b) Split automa-
ton interpreted as a game with Q0 as round states, and Q1 as diamonds states.

are again the respective projections of ri. Then the split of r is the run rs “
rI0r

O
0 r

I
1r
O
1 . . . in pBI ¨ BOqω. Obviously, A accepts a run r if and only if As

accepts rs: splitting a TELA preserves the underlying specification as a game.

Two Implementation Details

The definition of TELA and game used here are deliberately simplified con-
cepts to ease the notations. In particular, our implementation of TELA labels
transitions with subsets of valuations (i.e., arbitrary Boolean formulas over
I ŸO) instead of only one valuation at a time, in order to reduce the number
of transitions stored and iterated upon. The splitting procedure detailed above
is easily adapted to this setting: using subsets of valuations as ℓi in ps, ℓiq will
also help reduce the size of Q1.

Furthermore, if the acceptance condition is parity max odd, the transitions
introduced in δ0 can be colored using the minimal color used in the outgoing
transitions of their destination states (with no acceptance mark being con-
sidered smaller than any color). For instance if the automaton of Fig 10(b)
has parity max odd acceptance, the transition between states 0 and 3 can be
colored with 0 , the minimum color seen in the outgoing transitions of 3.

4 Simplifying Winning Strategies using
Generalized Mealy Machines

Once a winning strategy for player 1 has been found for a game, we extract
it as an Incompletely specified Generalized Mealy Machine. This is done in
a simple way: first every outgoing edge of a state in Q1 that is not part of
the strategy is removed, as well as all colors. Then the reachable part of the
remaining automaton can be seen as a collection of pairs of transitions of the
form i1i2 o1o2 which we fuse back into i1i2{o1o2 to obtain a
Mealy machine. For instance the Mealy machine in Fig. 5 is obtained from the
game together with the strategy highlighted by the thick transitions in Fig. 4
using this approach.

These Mealy machines will then be encoded into And-Inverter Graphs as
we discuss in Section 5, but first they can be simplified.

If a Mealy machine has n states, the AIG will use rlog ns latches to remem-
ber its current state; and reducing this number will usually reduce the size
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of the AIG (but that is not always true). For instance the Mealy machine in
Fig. 5 requires two latches (two bits are needed to distinguish the three states),
while the one of Fig. 6 requires only one latch (as shown in Fig. 2).

As shown in Fig. 4, a strategy determines for each state which transition
to choose. As transitions are labeled by arbitrary sets of valuations (over the
output propositions), the strategy implicitly defines a set of valid output valu-
ations to respond to the last input valuation. The controller is free to pick any
one of these valuations and is guaranteed to respect the initial specification.

This brings us back to the notion of specialization of Mealy machines,
introduced in Section 2.6. Please recall that intuitively, a Mealy machine M1

is a specialization of a Mealy machine M2 if for any input sequence, any
associated output produced by M1 can also be produced by M2.

Our goal is to derive a specialization of a given Mealy machine having
fewer states. In the following subsections, we give an overview of two ways
to perform such a reduction: in the first one, called minimization, we seek to
obtain the specialization having the fewest states possible. In the second one,
called reduction, we seek to reduce the number of states of the machine, without
necessarily achieving the optimal result. The later reduction is motivated by
the high computational complexity of the minimization: the problem is known
to be NP-complete (Pfleeger, 1973).

These two simplifications are further detailed in a previous work (Renkin
et al, 2022), so we only provide intuitions here.

4.1 SAT-Based Minimization of IGMM

Here we discuss a minimization procedure based on the approach presented by
Abel and Reineke (2015). Besides improving their algorithm on several points,
we generalize this approach to our strictly more expressive Mealy machine
model IGMM.

If the Mealy machine was completely specified, we would minimize it by
computing a quotient of equivalent states. However, the freedom we get from
the incomplete specification allows some of the states to belong to several
classes of that equivalence relation, depending on how we decide to specialize
those states. To capture this notion of group of compatible states, we define
variation classes, and require three additional properties: variation classes have
to cover the entire automaton, they have to behave similarly with respect to
their successor classes and their possible output.

Definition 13 (Variation class) Given an IGMM M “ pI,O,Q, qinit, δ, λq, a varia-
tion class C Ď Q is a set of states, such that all elements are pair-wise variations (See
Def. 11). That is @q, q1 P C, q1 is a variation of q. In the remainder of this section, we
will call a variation class simply class as there is no ambiguity.

Note that variation classes should not be mistaken for equivalence classes,
since being a variation is not an equivalence relation.
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Fig. 11: Minimization example

Definition 14 (Cover condition) We say that a set of classes S covers the machine
M if every state of M appears in at least one class.

Definition 15 (Closure condition) We say a set of classes S is closed if for all Cj P S

and for all input i P BI there exists a class Ck P S such that for every state q of Cj
we have either δpq, iq P Ck or δpq, iq is undefined.

Definition 16 (Nonemptiness condition) We say that a class C has a nonempty
output if

Ş

qPC λpq, iq is not empty for all input i P BI .

A set of classes that satisfies the three previously described conditions gives
rise to a specialization of the original machine. Therefore, finding the minimal
number of classes able to satisfy the conditions amounts to finding the minimal
specialization.

For instance in Figure 11a, colors are used to represent three variation
classes that satisfy the three additional constraints. (States 4 and 6 belong to
the three classes.) The minimal corresponding IGMM is the one of Figure 11b.

In order to find such a decomposition, we fix the number of classes n and
encode the conditions given above as a SAT problem. Once we have found the
smallest n for which a satisfying assignment has been found by a SAT solver,
we can extract the minimal IGMM from it.

A basic iterative algorithm would be to ask if the conditions can be satisfied
with one class, and if not, increase the number of classes by one. This naive
approach can be improved as shown in Algorithm 2 by first computing a lower
bound on the number of classes necessary: for each pair of states q and q1, we
test if they are variations of one another. If not, these two states cannot be in
the same class. We therefore compute a set of states such that no two states
in the set are variations of one another. The size of this set gives us a lower
bound on the number of classes necessary.
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Algorithm 2 SAT-based minimization

1: bool[][] mat Ð isNotVariationOf(M) Ź Computing the variation matrix
2: set P Ð extractPartialSol(mat) Ź Looking for a partial solution P
3: clauses Ð empty list
4: for nÐ |P | to |Q| ´ 1 do Ź Using the lower bound inferred from P
5: addCoverCondition(clauses, M , P , mat, n)
6: addClosureCondition(clauses, M , P , mat, n)
7: (sat, solution) Ð satSolver(clauses) Ź Solving cover & closure cond.
8: while sat do
9: if verifyNonEmpty(M , solution) then

10: return buildMachine(M , solution)

11: addNonemptinessCondition(clauses, M , solution)
12: (sat, solution) Ð satSolver(clauses)

return copyMachine(M) Ź If no solution has been found, return M

4.2 Bisimulation-based Reductions

Our second approach relies on an adaptation of a procedure called bisimula-
tion (Babiak et al, 2013) used to reduce the size of an ω-automaton. Again,
describing the method in detail is beyond the scope of this paper because
this work has been previously published (Renkin et al, 2022); however, we
would like to share some insights about how this transformation works. This
procedure uses as an intermediate step an association between a state of the
automaton and a Boolean formula called signature. This signature is computed
iteratively in such a way that two states with the same signature recognize the
same language. We will now present two algorithms based on an adaptation
of this signature-based approach that seeks to reduce an IGMM.

4.2.1 Bisimulation Reduction

Definition 17 (Bisimilarity) Two states q and q1 are bisimilar if q is a specialization

of q1 and q1 is a specialization of q.

For instance states 4 and 6 in Figure 11a are bisimilar. We can therefore
replace the edge that goes from 3 to 6 by an edge that goes from 3 to 4, thereby
obtaining a machine with 6 states.

Generally, the bisimulation reduction of an automaton is the quotient of
that automaton with respect to the above bisimilarity relation. However, this
reduction does not take any advantage of the flexibility provided by an IGMM.

4.2.2 Bisimulation Reduction with Output Assignment

In order to merge more states, we introduce an additional preprocessing step
called “output assignment.” Consider that we have two states q and q1 such
that for every input sequence, any output that can be associated to a run
starting at q can also be produced when starting at q1. If q and q1 are not
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Fig. 12: Specialization
graph of the IGMM of
Fig. 11a

q rpqq

0 Ñ 0
1 Ñ 1
2 Ñ 2
3 Ñ 1
4 Ñ 1
5 Ñ 5
6 Ñ 1

Fig. 13: Chosen rep-
resentative mapping.
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Fig. 14: IGMM obtained
by reducing that of
Fig. 11a

bisimilar, it means that a run starting at q1 can produce a larger set of output
sequences than a run starting in q for the same input sequence. By restricting
what can be produced from q1 to match what is produced from q, we have
effectively made them bisimilar and they can therefore be merged using the
approach described above. Note that as we restrict the outputs from q1, the
resulting machine is a specialization of the original one.

To achieve this, we introduce a specialization relation based on the sig-
nature. This relation shown in Figure 12 gives us a relation of specialization
between states. In this example, state 0 is a specialization of states 3, 4 and 6.
The main idea is to associate to each state a state that specializes it. It gives
us a representative function given in Figure 13. Once this representative func-
tion is found we restrict the output of each state to match the output given
by the representative function (i.e., λpq, iq “ λprpqq, iq). The resulting special-
ization of the original IGMM can then be reduced by bisimulation (Fig. 14).
Note that this procedure produces a machine with as many states as leaves in
the specialization tree.

5 Encoding Generalized Mealy Machines as
And-Inverter Graphs

The final step in our pipeline is to encode the obtained Mealy machine as an
And-Inverter Graph (AIG). And-Inverter Graphs are a special type of directed
acyclic graph which is widely used in logic synthesis (Mishchenko et al, 2006;
Brayton and Mishchenko, 2010) either as the final circuit or as an intermedi-
ate representation before further optimizations. The most common format to
represent such circuits is called AIGER (Biere, 2007), which is also the output
format used in the synthesis-tracks of SYNTCOMP (Jacobs et al, 2017, 2019).

As previously mentioned, AIGs correspond to circuits built from and gates
with exactly two inputs , negations which can appear on edges and negate
the signal if present, and latches that delay their input by one tick, and
output 0 initially.

The input corresponds to an Incompletely specified Generalized Mealy
Machine which we want to encode as AIG. Note that the actual behavior of the
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AIG only needs to correspond to a specialization of the input machine. Recall
that the output function for IGMMs is defined as λ : pQ,BIq Ñ 2B

O ∖ tHu.
This means that for a given state and input valuation BI there possibly
exist multiple output valuations in BO compatible with the specification. Such
non-determinism can however not be expressed by a logical circuit, and we
therefore need to choose one of the possible valuations, causing the encoded
machine to be a specialization of the input machine. We use a function called
ChooseOneValuation to resolve these choices when we do not have further con-
straints. This function takes an output label L P 2B

O ∖ tHu and returns a
valuation o P BO such that o P L. (Our implementation attempts to select
some o that maximizes the number of do-not-care variables and then maximize
the number of variables that are set to K.)

5.1 Encoding Using Boolean Functions

To encode the machine M “ pI,O,Q, qinit , δ, λq as AIG, we assume, with-
out loss of generality, that each state is associated to a unique number in
t0, . . . |Q| ´ 1u where the initial state qinit corresponds to 0.

We use a set of N “ rlog2p|Q|qs latches to remember the current state of
the machine. For a latch ℓ P tℓ0, ℓ1, . . . , ℓN´1u, we write vℓ its current Boolean
value.

Our first step is to convert the IGMM into a set of Boolean functions that
represents the behavior of the controller. That is, each output signal o P O is
associated to a Boolean function fo that can be computed using the current
value of the latches and the current value of each input signal. Similarly, for
each ℓ, there exists a function f ℓ that computes its next value based on the
current values of all latches and input signals.

As an example, Figure 15 shows a possible encoding for the IGMM of
Figure 5. (We do not use Fig. 6 because the Boolean encoding would be too
simple to illustrate the upcoming variants of AIG encoding.)

Algorithm 3 shows how these functions are computed from the input
IGMM. Initially, all output and latch functions are initialized to the false for-
mula (lines 3–4). Then for each state q, lines 6–11 compute a Boolean formula
fq representing its encoding using latches. Here, the function BinaryEncpqq
returns the array of rlog2p|Q|qs Boolean values corresponding to the binary
encoding of q. Then the loop on line 12 considers the edges leaving q for each
input valuation u: if the output of that edge is not completely specified, an
output valuation v P BO is chosen with ChooseOneValuation on line 16. (For
instance, in Figure 15 this function chooses to output x̄ for any input read
from state 2.) For each latch ℓ that should be true in the encoding of the des-
tination state, lines 17–19 add the clause fq ^ u to f ℓ. And similarly, for each
output signal o that is true in v, lines 20–22 add that clause to the formula fo.

In our implementation, these Boolean functions are represented using
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) (Bryant, 1986). Continuing the example of
Figure 15, Figure 16 shows how f ℓ0 , f ℓ1 and fx are stored. These Boolean
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fx “ vℓ1^ vℓ0^ a (1)

f ℓ0 “ pvℓ1^ vℓ0^ āq _ pvℓ1^ vℓ0q (2)

f ℓ1 “ pvℓ1^ vℓ0^ aq _ pvℓ1^ vℓ0q (3)

vℓ1vℓ0 vℓ1vℓ0

vℓ1vℓ0

Fig. 15: Possible Boolean encoding of the IGMM of Figure 5. Two latches ℓ0
and ℓ1 are used to keep track of the current state of the machine. Function
fx specifies that x should be emitted only if we are in state 0 (encoded with
vℓ1̂ vℓ0) and if a is read. It implies that x̄ will be output in other cases (therefore
this encoding has made the choice to output x̄ from state 2). Functions f ℓ0

and f ℓ1 give similar conditions for the values of the latches.

Algorithm 3 ToSymbolicMealy

1: Input: IGMM M “ pI,O,Q, qinitq.
2: Output: Boolean functions for all outputs and latches.
3: @j P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u : f ℓj Ð K

4: @o P O : fo Ð K

5: for q P Q do
6: fq “ J
7: for j P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u do Ź Encode q as a conjunction of latches
8: if BinaryEncpqqrjs then
9: fq Ð fq ^ vℓj

10: else
11: fq Ð fq ^ v̄ℓj

12: for u P BI do Ź Update all functions for each input
13: if δpq, uq is undefined then
14: continue
15: q1 “ δpq, uq
16: v “ ChooseOneValuationpλpq, uqq
17: for j P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u do
18: if BinaryEncpq1qrjs then
19: f ℓj Ð f ℓj _ pfq ^ uq

20: for o P O do
21: if vpoq “ J then
22: fo Ð fo _ pfq ^ uq

return
␣

fo
ˇ

ˇ o P O
(

,
␣

f ℓ
ˇ

ˇ ℓ P tℓ0, . . . ℓN´1u
(
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vℓ1 vℓ1 vℓ1

vℓ0 vℓ0 vℓ0

a a

J K

fx f ℓ1 f ℓ0

n1 n2 n3

n4 n5

Fig. 16: BDD representation of fx, f ℓ0 , and f ℓ1 from Figure 15. A BDD is like
a decision tree with sharing of identical subtrees. Each round node is labeled
by a Boolean variable that is questioned, plain edges should be followed when
the variable is true, and dashed edges when it is false. Variables always appear
in the same order along a branch.

functions then have to be encoded into an AIG. The next two sections propose
two different encodings.

5.2 If-Then-Else Encoding

Our first AIG encoding is inspired from the BDD representation of our
functions. Assuming an order over the variables has been fixed, the BDD rep-
resentation of a function can be seen as an If-The-Else normal form where each
node v

n1 n2

can be read as “if v then n1 else n2”.

This can be naturally encoded as pv ^ n1q _ pv̄ ^ n2q, or, since we should

be only using NOT and AND gates, v ^ n1 ^ v̄ ^ n2. That expression can of
course be simplified when n1 and n2 are J or K.

Continuing our running example, Figure 17 shows the AIG encoding for
each node of Figure 16, and Figure 18 shows the circuit assembled from those
parts.

This encoding uses at most three gates per node in the BDD representation
of all Boolean functions. It is also sensitive to the ordering of variables in the
BDD representation.

5.3 Irredundant-Sum-Of-Products Encoding

An alternative way to encode Boolean functions using AND and NOT gates,
is to first rewrite these Boolean functions into disjunctive normal form (also
known as sum-of-products). In particular there exist BDD-based algorithms
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fx “ pvℓ1 ^Kq _ pvℓ1^ n1q “ vℓ1^ n1 G1 fx
vℓ1
n1

n1 “ pvℓ0 ^Kq _ pvℓ0^ n4q “ vℓ0^ n4 G2 n1
vℓ0
n4

n4 “ pa^Jq _ pā^Kq “ a a n4

f ℓ0 “ pvℓ1 ^Kq _ pvℓ1^ n3q “ vℓ1^ n3 G3 f ℓ0
vℓ1
n3

n3 “ pvℓ0 ^Jq _ pvℓ0^ n5q “ vℓ0^ vℓ0^ n5 G4

G5
n3

n5

vℓ0
n5 “ pa^Kq _ pā^Jq “ ā a n5

f ℓ1 “ pvℓ1 ^ n2q _ pvℓ1^ n1q

“ pvℓ1 ^ n2q ^ pvℓ1^ n1q
G6

G7

G8

f ℓ1

n2
vℓ1

n1

n2 “ pvℓ0 ^Kq _ pvℓ0^Jq “ vℓ0 vℓ0 n2

Fig. 17: Step-by-step encoding of functions fx, f ℓ0 , and f ℓ1 as And-Inverter
Graphs, based on the If-Then-Else normal form of these functions, naturally
visible in Figure 16.

G1 x
G2a

ℓ0

ℓ1G6

G7

G8

G3G4
G5

Fig. 18: Full circuit assembled from the bits in Figure 17.

to compute so called irredundant sum-of-products (ISOP) where each prod-
uct is a prime implicant that cannot be removed without changing the
function (Minato, 1992).

Figures 19–20 show this encoding of our running example.
However, note that (regardless of the encoding used) the encoder can easily

detect that a gate computing a combination of signals already exists, and reuse
it. This is the case of gate H2 in Figure 19.

Without the above optimization, this encoding would use as many gates
as symbols _ or ^ in the ISOP of the encoded function. Each product of the
ISOP can be also encoded in multiple ways (Figure 21), and the same is true
for the encoding of their sum.

In SYNTCOMP, only the number of gates and latches is taken into con-
sideration to measure the quality of the generated circuit. Another measure
that could be used is the delay between the input and output: i.e., the number
of gates on the longest path through the circuit. Balancing the binary tree of
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fx “ vℓ1^ vℓ0^ a H1

H2

fxvℓ0

vℓ1

a

f ℓ0 “ pvℓ1^ āq _ pvℓ1^ vℓ0q

“ pvℓ1^ āq ^ pvℓ1^ vℓ0q
H3

H4

H5

f ℓ0
vℓ1

a

vℓ0

f ℓ1 “ pvℓ0^ aq _ pvℓ1 ^ vℓ0q

“ pvℓ0^ aq ^ pvℓ1 ^ vℓ0q
H6

H7

H2

f ℓ1
vℓ0

a

vℓ1

Fig. 19: Encoding of functions fx, f ℓ0 , f ℓ1 as And-Inverter Graphs based on
Irredundant Sums-of-Products.
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Fig. 20: Full circuit assembled from the bits of Figure 19.
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Fig. 21: The product a ^ b ^ c ^ d ^ e ^ f ^ g requires 6 gates that can be
arranged as a binary tree of any shape.

gates encoding n-ary conjunctions and disjunctions helps reducing this delay
and improving the sharing of gates in the circuit (as will be discussed below).

5.4 Other Improvements to the Encoding

Dual Encoding

An idea to reduce the number of gates needed is to check whether it is easier to
encode the function itself or its negation. So instead of encoding fx “ a_b_c
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we can encode f x̄ “ ā^ b̄^ c̄ and negate the output. This can, depending on
the function, lead to substantial gains.

Choosing the Specialization and Using Flexibility

The IGMM used within ltlsynt is strictly more expressive than traditional
Mealy machines, as they associate to a state and input valuation a set of out-
puts (the elements of which all satisfy the specification). However, the actual
circuit cannot represent sets of outputs, but needs to respond to a concrete
input valuation with a concrete output valuation. In Algorithm 3, the function
ChooseOneValuation picks one of the compatible output valuations, which is
then used to construct a circuit.

We use the following heuristic to choose a cube (over the output variables)
such that

• All valuations compatible with the cube are compatible with the original
condition.

• It minimizes the cost function α.nhigh` β.nlow ` γ.ndc with nhigh being
the number of outputs set to J, nlow being the number of outputs set to K
and ndc being the number of outputs that do not appear in the cube. α, β, γ
are fixed non-negative integer values corresponding to costs.

For instance, assume we have δpq, ℓq “ xyz _ xz̄ for some q and ℓ with
O “ tx, y, zu. The compatible cubes are xyz and xz̄ with the respective costs
3α and α` γ ` β.

We typically use costs such that β ă γ ă α. The reasoning behind this
is simple: we prefer an output that is set to K as in such a case there is no
need to encode the current transition hopefully leading to fewer gates. The
opposite case with the output being set to J is, usually, the least favorable as
here the transition must be encoded. In between we have variables which do
not appear (also referred to as do-not-care or just dc variables) in the cube,
which can therefore be set to J or K.

Finally, we can use this information about the do-not-care in the following
way: for each output o we build two Boolean functions, one denoted fo which
corresponds to the cases where o must be set to J. The second one, denoted
fo,dc, corresponds to cases where o can be set to J. We can then proceed to
encode fo and fo _ fo,dc and use whichever results in fewer gates.

Increase Gate Sharing

So far we have seen heuristics which try to minimize the number of gates needed
to represent a given Boolean function. Another important aspect is to increase
the number of gates which are shared between different Boolean functions.
Indeed, the symbolic representation of the Mealy machine to be encoded has
one function per latch and output. Increasing the number of gates shared
between these outputs might therefore yield significant overall reductions.

In the case of the ITE construction, this idea comes down to reordering the
variables within the BDD. In order for this to be effective, the BDD variables
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would have to be reordered with respect to the Boolean functions to be encoded
(and only those). Unfortunately we are currently not able to do this, due to
the architecture of Spot.

However, we can use this idea and apply it to the ISOP construction. To
this end we split the tree generated for each product (a cube) and arrange it
into two subtrees: one connecting latches, and one connecting input variables.
The intuition is that such a decoupling should increase the chance of reusing
the gate to encode another function: particular valuations of the latches, or
valuations of input variables are likely to be reused elsewhere in the circuit.

Other Implementation Details

As shown in Figure 7 (and discussed later in Section 7.3) we seek to decom-
pose the given formula if possible (Finkbeiner et al, 2021). In the case where
decomposition is successful, multiple IGMMs have to be encoded jointly into
a single AIG.

For the decomposition to be successful, the set of output variables of the
different IGMMs built have to form a partition of all controllable propositions.
The output of each IGMM can therefore be computed separately without any
dependency between the different machines.

We can therefore take the following approach: each Mealy machine is asso-
ciated to its own set of latches of appropriate size. Then Algorithm 3 is run
for each of the machines and the resulting Boolean functions are encoded
indifferently.

In this setting, splitting the cubes into sub-cubes over latches and inputs
during the ISOP construction can be advantageous as it improves the gate-
sharing of expressions over the input variables, which are common to all
machines.

In the above we have discussed the different options used to translate a
Boolean function into an AIG (ITE, ISOP, dual encoding, splitting proposi-
tions). Unfortunately we have not discovered any good heuristic allowing us
to choose among these options. We therefore implemented a mechanism which
lets us easily test multiple configurations and retain the smallest solution.

When using ltlsynt, the encoding is controlled via the --aiger

option. The argument is a comma-separated list with elements of the form
ite|isop|both[+ud][+dc][+sub0|sub1|sub2]. The first and only manda-
tory part determines whether to use the ITE or ISOP construction method.
The option both will first use ITE, then ISOP and retain the smaller for each
Boolean function to encode.

The other options are

+ud : enables the use of the dual encoding
+dc : enables the use of do-not-care variables
+subX : Controls whether there is a distinction between the variables

X “ 0: No distinction
X “ 1: Split cube into sub-cubes over inputs and latches
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X “ 2: Search for common variables1

The effects of these options are discussed in Section 7.1.2.

6 Bypassing the Game Theoretical Framework

We are now going to discuss a synthesis method applicable to a subset of
LTL formulas. Section 7.2 will show that this subset concerns 15% of the
specifications used in SYNTCOMP’19. The method consists of two parts.

The first part is a syntactical analysis of the formula. If the specification
is found to belong to a specific subclass of LTL, this analysis can indicate
whether the specification is realizable or not, otherwise ltlsynt will have to
go through the usual construction.

The second part consists in a direct construction of a Mealy machine for
the specification, based on some automata-theoretic operations.

The subset of LTL formulas supported by this approach is Gpb1q^pϕ1 Ø ϕ2q
loooomoooon

ψ

where b1 is a synthetizable Boolean formula (i.e., there is no input valuation u
such that u^ b1 is false), and additionally one of the following cases applies:

• ϕ1 is an LTL formula with only inputs that can be translated into a deter-
ministic Büchi automaton, ϕ2 is GFpb2q where b2 and ␣b2 are synthetizable
Boolean formulas.

• ϕ1 is an LTL formula with only inputs that can be translated into a determin-
istic co-Büchi automaton, ϕ2 is FGpb2q where b2 and ␣b2 are synthetizable
Boolean formulas.

As indicated in Theorem 2.5, we know that for any syntactic recurrence
formula, there exists a deterministic Büchi automaton. The LTL translation
algorithm of Spot, called ToNBA, usually tries to build deterministic automata,
but it does not guarantee that any recurrence formula will be translated into a
DBA. Algorithm 4 therefore uses the syntactic check as a first filter, and then
try its luck with ToNBA to maybe obtain a DBA. The dual is performed on
persistence formulas to obtain deterministic co-Büchi automata.

A way to read a formula like ϕ1 Ø GFpb2q is If ϕ1 is verified, then b2 must
be true infinitely often, otherwise b2 must be verified finitely often.

Our construction therefore creates an automaton A for ϕ1 (line 8) and then
adds b2 to each 0 -colored edge of this automaton (second case of the f helper
function) and ␣b2 to an uncolored edge (third case). At the same time, b1 is
added to all edges to satisfy the Gpb1q part of the original formula. The colors
are completely removed from the final automaton and its acceptance is set to
J to match that of a Mealy machine. (Our implementation then interprets the
automaton built by Algorithm 4 as an IGMM.)

Formulas of the shape ϕ1 Ø FGp␣b2q are dealt with in a dual manner.

1This option was not detailed as it was not found to be better than X “ 1.
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Algorithm 4 Creation of a valid strategy for a subset of LTL formula

1: if ϕ does not have the shape Gpb1q ^ pϕ1 Ø GFpb2qq
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon

shape 1

where ϕ1 is a syntactic

recurrence with only inputs, or the shape Gpb1q ^ pϕ2 Ø FGp␣b2qq
looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

shape 2

where

ϕ2 is a syntactic persistence with only inputs then
2: return unsupported

3: if b1 is not synthetizable then
4: return unrealizable
5: if b2 and ␣b2 are not both synthetizable then
6: return unsupported

7: if ϕ has shape 1 then
8: AÐ ToNBApϕ1q
9: if A is not deterministic then

10: return unsupported

11: else if ϕ has shape 2 then
12: A␣ϕ2

Ð ToNBAp␣ϕ2q
13: if A␣ϕ2

is not deterministic then
14: return unsupported

15: AÐ ComplementpA␣ϕ2
q Ź A det. co-Büchi automaton for ϕ2

16: let pQ,M,Σ, δ, q0, αq “ A
17: δ1 Ð tps, fps, ℓ,M, dq,H, dq | ps, ℓ,M, dq P δu

where fps, ℓ,M, dq “

$

’

&

’

%

ℓ^ b1 if SccOfpsq “ SccOfpdq

ℓ^ b1 ^ b2 if SccOfpsq ‰ SccOfpdq and m “ t 0 u

ℓ^ b1 ^␣b2 if SccOfpsq ‰ SccOfpdq and m “ H

18: return pQ,H,Σ, δ1, q0,Jq

Example 1 Consider the formula pGFpi1q ^ GFpi2qq Ø GFpoq. As it is a recurrence
formula, pGFpi1q^GFpi2qq can be associated with the deterministic Büchi automaton
of Fig. 22a. When we associate o with the colored edges and ō with the others, we
then obtain the automaton of Fig. 22b which is a valid strategy for the specification.

An additional optimization, present in Algorithm 4 is the use of strongly
connected components (SCCs). A transition between two different SCCs can-
not be seen infinitely often, so it does not need to enforce either b2 or ␣b2. This
“don’t care” can potential later improve the IGMM reduction, as discussed in
Section 4.

Remark 1 In order to maximize the number of formulas detected by this algorithm,
the following rewriting rules can be applied:

• If a formula is of the form Gpb1q ^ Gpb2q ^ . . . ^ Gpbnq ^ ψ, rewrite it as
Gpb1 ^ b2 ^ . . .^ bnq ^ ψ,
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(b) Strategy obtained from the automaton of
Fig. 22a for pGFpi1q ^ GFpi2qq Ø GFpoq

Fig. 22: Building a direct strategy for pGFpi1q ^ GFpi2qq Ø GFpoq

• If a formula is of the form Gpbq, rewrite it as Gpbq ^ pJ Ø GFpJqq,
• Otherwise, rewrite ψ as GpJq ^ ψ.

We can remark that the last rule does not satisfy that b2 and its negation are
both synthetizable. However, ␣b2 has to be realizable in order to avoid removing
an edge when working on a non-accepting edge. In this case, the Büchi automaton
associated to J has only one (accepting) edge, so this problem does not occur and
the procedure is valid. The same idea can be applied for the second rule.

Appendix A justifies the restrictions on b1 and b2, and why ϕ1 must have
only inputs.

7 Some Benchmarks

In this section we evaluate the impact of different options on both the runtime
as well as the quality of the result. All results presented can be recreated from
the artifact available at https://www.lrde.epita.fr/„frenkin/fmsd22/artifact.

These benchmarks use the development version of ltlsynt that was even-
tually released with version 2.11 of Spot (Duret-Lutz et al, 2022). The LTL
specifications we used as input come from the 2019 edition of SYNTCOMP.

7.1 Effect of --algo on Parity Game Size

This part focuses on the impact of the choice of the algorithm used to compute
the parity game. We compare the four different algorithms ds, sd, lar and
acd described in Fig. 8. We study the time spent by ltlsynt to execute all
steps, from the formula to the game.

The measurements are performed twice, then the minimal time is kept with
a timeout of 120 seconds.

To avoid a bias induced by numerous small benchmark instances, we only
consider formulas for which game construction takes more than one second for
at least one of the algorithms.

https://www.lrde.epita.fr/~frenkin/fmsd22/artifact
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Fig. 23: Comparison of approaches ds and sd to build a parity game. The dots
on the red lines correspond to errors while those on the green lines to timeouts.

The machine used for the measurements features 16GB of RAM and an
Intel Core i7-3770 processor.

We first compare ds and sd in Fig. 23. For both algorithms, there are
numerous timeouts, but while it concerns 273 cases for ds, we have only 263
such cases for sd. Furthermore, while ds leads to an error2 for 19 cases, it
happens for 22 cases with sd. However, for one case that raises an error with
sd, there was a timeout for ds.

A comparison of the number of states shows us that ds produces a larger
game than sd in 51 cases. Conversely, for 43 cases sd produces a larger game.
Therefore, the results of the two algorithms are comparable.

Let us now compare processing speed. We say that an algorithm X is
faster than an algorithm Y if Y takes at least 10% longer to complete the
task. Moreover, we only consider cases for which both algorithms terminate
successfully.

Based on these definitions, ds is faster for 12 cases while sd is faster for
67 cases. Fig. 23b is clearly favorable to sd. This matches the intuition given
in Section 3.1 that the determinization is more efficient if split is performed
beforehand.

We can conclude that parity games produced by both approaches have
similar size on average, but there is a runtime advantage in favor of sd.

Now, let us compare sd with lar in Fig. 24. The first thing we notice is that
we have 263 timeouts and 22 errors with sd, whereas with lar 238 timeouts
and 13 errors occur. In particular, we have 9 cases where there is a timeout

2An error in this context is either insufficient memory or the acceptance condition needing more
than 32 colors, the default number of colors in Spot.
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Fig. 24: Comparison of approaches sd and lar to build a parity game.

with lar but an error with sd and conversely 3 cases where sd has a timeout
while lar gives an error.

Let us study the number of states. We see that while there are 55 cases
where a smaller machine is produced with lar, there are 53 cases where sd

performs better.
Comparing their respective runtimes is hard. Even if there exists a set of

cases for which the two algorithms give close enough results, there are also
some sets of cases for which each of the algorithms performs really faster.

In conclusion, these two algorithms are difficult to compare, both in terms
of size of the resulting machine and of run time. However, lar is able to solve
34 more cases than sd.

The last comparison concerns lar and acd; it is shown in Fig. 25. While
we have 238 timeouts and 13 errors with lar, we have 250 timeouts and 8
errors with acd. We have 4 cases where acd exceeds the maximum duration
but lar makes an error while the opposite never happens. If we look at the
number of states, there are 83 cases where acd produces a smaller machine
while there are 5 cases where lar gives a better result. acd and lar only differ
in the paritization procedure and the ACD-transform cannot give a bigger
parity automaton than the paritization procedure of lar. The set of cases
favorable to lar comes from the splitting performed on these parity automata
which depends on the coloring of the automata (this suggests that our splitting
procedure could probably be improved to better support the type of coloration
produced by the ACD-transform, or conversely that the ACD-transform could
be fine-tuned to this case).
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Fig. 25: Comparing between acd and lar the run time of the computation of
a parity game. The dots on the red lines correspond to errors while those on
the green lines correspond to timeouts.

While lar was faster in 35 cases, acd was faster in 11 cases. However, in
general, when acd is faster, it is close to lar, while we can find many cases
where lar is significantly faster than acd.

We can conclude that these algorithms give close enough results but lar
is faster, even if it produces bigger machines.

Even though each algorithm has its advantages, we will keep lar as the
default algorithm.

7.1.1 Comparison of Reduction Methods

We merely remind the reader of the conclusions of a comparison previously
published (Renkin et al, 2022), restricting the cases studied to those of SYNT-
COMP’19. We benchmark our methods against MeMin, a state-of-the-art
minimization tool for incompletely specified Mealy machines relying on a
reduction to SAT (Abel and Reineke, 2015). Fig. 26a shows that our methods
are faster than MeMin; in particular, bisimulation with output assignment is
faster than our SAT-based method. Furthermore, we can see thanks to Fig. 26
that bisimulation with output assignment was able to give a solution close to
the optimum for many cases of the SYNTCOMP sample. This is the reason
why this reduction is the default option in ltlsynt.

Fig. 26 displays a comparison of our three reductions with MeMin. We
clearly see in Fig. 26a that our reductions are faster than this tool. Fig. 26b
proves that even if they are mere heuristics, bisimulation and bisimulation with
output assignment both remain fairly close to an optimal solution.
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Fig. 26: Details for SYNTCOMP’19 instances

7.1.2 Comparison of AIG-Encodings

As presented in Section 5, ltlsynt provides several options in order to deter-
mine how the AIG is derived from a strategy. We will focus here on the time
it takes to generate the AIG as well as the resulting number of gates in said
circuit. The number of latches always being the same, these two metrics are
the only ones of interest with respect to SYNTCOMP.

To perform these benchmarks, we pre-generated 780 non-trivial strategies3

from the set of SYNTCOMP’19 benchmarks by using ltlsynt. To obtain said
strategies, we used approaches lar and ds. We did not seek to decompose the
formulas, nor did we try to bypass the game-theoretical framework.

Results are presented in Table 2. Remember that `ud stands for the dual
encoding option (encode the negation of a function as well as the function itself
and retain the smaller solution), `dc implies the use of do-not-cares (i.e. tries
to leverage the flexibility in some outputs), and `sub1 indicates that we treat
variables which correspond to latches separately from those corresponding to
input variables.

• ITE construction is on average 3 to 4 times faster than the ISOP.
• ISOP construction usually generates smaller circuits than ITE.
• In some cases, ITE produces significantly smaller circuits than ISOP.
• For ITE, the options `dc and `ud have a minor positive effect on circuit
size while having a minor negative impact on encoding time.

• For ISOP, the positive effect of `dc and `ud is significantly higher, but so
is the negative effect on encoding time.

3Strategies which cannot be encoded without gates.
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tot. time mean gmean median

ite 248 28529 102.4 66.0
ite ` ud 281 28527 97.1 65.5
isop ` sub0 821 8535 81.0 60.0
isop ` dc ` ud ` sub1 1056 7510 66.8 47.0
ite2isop 1247 6159 65.7 47.0

Table 2: Results for different encoding options presenting the cumulative time
taken to encode all strategies (tot. time, in seconds) as well as the mean,
geometric mean, and median of the number gates in the resulting AIG. ite and
isop give the baseline for each construction. ite`dc`ud and isop`dc`ud`sub1
are the options resulting in the smallest circuits for each construction method.
ite2isop corresponds to ite`ud, isop`dc`ud`sub1. It uses the better circuit
that can be obtained from the two.

ă(1) ă(2) ă(3) ă(4) ă(5)

(1) ite 33 210 75 3
(2) ite ` ud 232 249 90 0
(3) isop ` sub0 506 429 74 45
(4) isop ` dc ` ud ` sub1 648 590 587 0
(5) ite2isop 651 590 620 90

Table 3: The integer in the ith row and jth column corresponds to the number
of instances for which the i-th configuration features strictly less gates than
the j-th configuration. As one can see, the combination of method (1) and (3)
performs the best overall, but due to the intricate relation between the options
and the resulting circuit, in 45 cases the base configuration isop ` sub0 still
performs better.

Table 3 compares the performances of various encodings. We can see that
trying ITE then ISOP is often a good strategy.

7.2 Interest of Bypassing the Game Construction

The measurements are again performed twice: the minimal result is kept, and
the maximal time allowed is 120s. A bisimulation with output assignment is
performed for both methods.

First, note that this procedure can be applied to 144 cases out of the 945
SYNTCOMP cases. Focusing on this subset, we show a comparison of the
number of states of the strategies obtained with lar and with the bypass in
Figure 27a.

We can notice that for 103 cases, the strategy yielded by the bypass has
at most 10 states, while there are only 10 cases where the strategy has more
than 100 states (with a maximum of 1024).

As the bypass never results in a bigger strategy than lar, we now focus on
the set of 51 cases where the bypass outperforms lar. This set of strategies
only contains machines with at most 16 states for the bypass method.
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Fig. 27: Comparing the computation of the strategy between lar and the
bypass. The dots on the red lines correspond to errors, and those on the green
lines, to timeouts.

A relevant set of cases is composed of files named detectorX where X is an
integer and the matching formula is of the form GFpoq Ø

Ź

iPr1,Xs GFpikq. On
these formulas, the bypass yields a strategy with X states, where each state
describes which input variables have been seen. On the other hand, lar always
returns a strategy that is twice as big.

Even if it is not our default configuration, we can also compare acd and the
bypass. There is not a single case where the bypass results in a worst strategy
whereas acd gives a bigger result in 47 cases.

We can also consider Figure 27b that compares the impact on runtime
of testing whether the bypass can be used or not. We can see that it sel-
dom increases the runtime even if we don’t apply the construction. It is not
surprising as such a decision relies on a simple syntactical analysis.

Let us now focus on the set of cases where such a construction is possible.
If we exclude the set of cases that are trivially fast with or without the bypass,
there remain a fair amount of cases just below the diagonal. Furthermore, two
cases can be constructed with the bypass but not with lar.

We can conclude that this construction always yields a result that may be
better but is never worse than acd or lar while barely increasing the runtime.
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Fig. 28: Comparing the computation of the AIG circuit with and without the
decomposition on the set of formulas that can be decomposed. The dots on
the red lines correspond to errors, and those on the green lines, to timeouts.

7.3 Impact of Decomposition

We now focus on the set of 122 formulas that can be decomposed. Even though
there are between 2 and 64 sub-specifications, there only remain between 2
and 10 sub-specifications in 89% of the cases.

As we can see in Fig. 28, we found 16 cases that ltlsynt could only
solve using decomposition. However, the use of this option also leads to the
appearance of 5 cases which can no longer be solved.

If we consider only the set of cases for which the two configurations have
ended, we see that there are only 3 cases where we obtain bigger circuits with
decomposition than without. Conversely, the decomposition yields 15 smaller
circuits.

This option results in considerable processing speed improvements. Even if
6 cases end up being slower, these are all solved in less than 0.06s anyway. On
the other hand, the computation is significantly faster in 43 cases. The most
egregious case is narylatch10: the activation of the decomposition reduces
the processing time from 64.72s to 0.03s.

We can conclude that, while decomposing a formula may in rare cases
prevent us from solving a case in its allotted time, this optimization nonethe-
less yields, when it is applicable, significant processing speed and size
improvements.
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8 Conclusion

We have presented the architecture of ltlsynt, a tool for synthesizing
AIG circuits from LTL formulas. While our approach follows a straight-
forward automata-theoretic construction, we have described several unique
improvements to it.

In particular, we have shown that we can bypass the standard construction
for some specific classes of formulas. We have discussed and evaluated various
ways to encode Mealy machines as AIG circuits. We have detailed how Spot
translates LTL formulas to DELA, largely generalizing the approach of the
delag tool.

Finally, we have provided numerous benchmarks to compare our various
options and approaches as well as justify our default choices.
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A.1 Why We Don’t Have an Output in ϕ1

Consider the formula Gppi^ ōq _ īq Ø GFpōq. A possible corresponding Büchi
automaton is shown in Figure 29. Our procedure would assign ō to the edge
that goes from 1 to 0 and result in an automaton where the states have no
outgoing edge labeled by i. Thus, it is not an actual strategy.

A.2 Why b2 and ␣b2 Must Be Realizable

We now explain why b2 and its negation have to be realizable. Let us con-
sider an example where b2 is unrealizable (without loss of generality thanks to
symmetry): the formula GFpiq Ø GFp̄i^ oq where o is an output proposition.

The translation of GFpiq results in a Büchi automaton with two states
shown in Figure 30a. The procedure will assign ī ^ o to the edges colored
with 0 and the condition associated to these edges is now K; these edges
are therefore removed. We end up with a “strategy” described in Figure 30b
featuring two states labeled with ī^ ō; it is not input-complete, thus it is not
an actual strategy.
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